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Abstract 
Within the fields of electoral studies and legislative politics, the interest of this study is the 

Brazilian electoral system and the unity of the parties it produces. Specifically, I ask how 

post-electoral intraparty rank affects party unity. I determine post-electoral intraparty rank 
by comparing deputies’ vote share of the total national vote count. By compiling a database 

of 48 roll-call votes of 37 Federal Deputies from São Paulo, I compare how often the deputies 

toe the party line to their vote share. I also test for the geographical concentration of votes in 
cases where I find it relevant. My hypothesis is that deputies elected with a low vote share 

will vote according to their party’s recommendation to a larger degree than those deputies 

with a strong electoral base. I find that, based only on roll-call vote analysis, the complete 

sample does not demonstrate a strong relationship between voting agreement and vote 
share (or post-electoral rank). However, by analyzing significant cases individually, I do find 

a basis for my hypothesis, as well as indicators of theoretical consistency in the sample. The 

basis is for the most part strengthened when controlling for vote concentration. I conclude 
that deputies whose largest electoral base is centered in cities seem to be more autonomous 

in their voting, most likely for ideological reasons rather than reasons motivated by pork-

barrel spending. 

 

Introduction 
In 2017 two denúnicas were brought against Brazilian president Michel Temer on 

the basis of corruption charges. The charges were based on a recording where Temer seems 

to discuss bribing the imprisoned former Speaker of the Câmara dos Deputados in order to 

keep him from talking about criminal activities. Although widely supported by the Brazilian 
people both denúnicas filed by the State Prosecutor were voted down in congress. In the 

public debate, such acts begged the question how these deputies can claim to represent the 

people. The answer, some said, could be found within the Brazilian electoral system. A 
system few Brazilians understood and therefore unknowingly voted unpopular candidates 

into power. This is due to the fact that a popular candidate that receives a large number of 

votes will also bring a large number of seats for the party s/he represents. This, in turn, 
leads to other candidates with less votes receiving those seats. 

The question I aim to answer with this dissertation is how the post-electoral 

intraparty rank (the vote ranking of the deputies within the party, based on their total vote 

share) affects party unity (measured by how often a deputy votes according to party 
recommendation). My assumption is that candidates with a low vote share will vote in 

unison with the party to a higher degree than those deputies with a low vote share, as those 
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with more votes can afford to be more independent. The reasoning is that the party needs 

them more than they need the party. 

I will use roll-call votes as my basis for measuring party unity. This way of 

measurement is one of the most common ones, but it has many flaws. Foremost, it does not 

account for bargaining made before the vote. If deputies and party agrees on something 

before the vote––an independent deputy perhaps made some demands––it will be impossible 
to know this, and voting with the party will support the perception that the deputies are 

unified when in fact they were not. It is also impossible know whether potential party unity 

was reached by way of cohesion, discipline or loyalty (these are concepts that will be dealt 
with below). 

The literature I use is limited to 2010 and later, with two exceptions. For the general 

conceptual outline, I used a 2003 issue of The Journal of Legislative Studies as starting 
point for understanding party unity and related concepts. I used this issue because it is 

wholly dedicated to understanding party unity, which made it a useful basis to develop from. 

The second exception is the literature related to Brazil. While the literature on party unity 

in general is wide, the one related to Brazil specifically is narrower. I have therefore 
stretched as far back as 2000 in order to include some key texts. 

My study is centered around the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, the lower chamber 

of the Brazilian Congress. It holds 513 seats in total, of which 70 belongs to São Paulo. The 
study’s sample includes 37 Federal Deputies from the state of São Paulo. The parties 

selected either received a large number of seats or had the most electorally successful 

candidates in their midst. I used this selection criteria because I wanted clear cases for the 

purpose of my study, as well as cases that would be good for comparison. The parties 
included in the sample are PSDB (Partido da Social Democracia Brasileira), PT (Partido dos 

Trabalhadores), PRB (Partido Republicano Brasileiro) and PR (Partido da República). 

I will begin with describing my key concept, party unity, and its subconcepts: 
cohesion (shared preferences), discipline (institutional measures used to coerce legislators) 

and loyalty (toeing the party line despite not agreeing with it). I also delve into additional 

aspects affecting party unity. I continue with the impact of the electoral system and 
candidate selection processes on party unity. As it appears, only one of the two needs to be 

restrictive for unity to increase. Finally, I discuss the concepts as they apply specifically to 

Brazil. It seems as if the electoral system of Brazil does open up for weak parties, but that 

the parties can mitigate this effect by restricting the selection process themselves, as PT has 
done. Brazilian legislators tend to “dominate” local constituencies in order to wield more 

power with a smaller electoral base. In the second section, I present some background for 
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the Câmara dos Deputados and then explain how Brazil’s electoral system works. After that, 

I present the methodology used to compile the database of roll-call votes and how I have 
chosen to present the data. In the subsequent section, I present my findings and go through 

each of the sample’s deputies’ vote share and voting agreement percentage. This is followed 

by a section where I discuss my findings. It seems to me that while the correlation coefficient 

indicates a weak relationship between voting agreement and vote share, when analyzing 
salient individual cases, theoretical consistency can be found. In the final section I repeat 

this conclusion and propose further research on the impact of cities’ electoral bases on party 

systems. I speculate that the growth of cities will make politics more ideological. 

 

Literature review 
In the first subsection, I will explain the key concepts defining party unity and then 

delve further into the literature to point out important aspects affecting unity in roll-call 

votes. While I will not be able to control for most of these aspects in my study, I find it 
important that the reader is aware of these in order to understand the limitations of this 

study. In the second subsection, I will concentrate on what is particularly relevant to my 

study: the impact of electoral systems and candidate selection processes on party unity. The 
third subsection is dedicated to theories and concepts applied to or derived from Brazil 

specifically. 

 

Pathways to party unity 
Party unity should be seen as a superconcept containing three main subconcepts: 

cohesion, discipline and loyalty. (I will also mention division of labor, but it is a concept 

rarely used among scholars of party unity.) Party unity is commonly measured through roll-
call votes. A roll-call vote is an open vote in a legislative body (such as a congress) where the 

members of the body declare their vote one by one. Unity is determined by counting the 

amount of a party’s members that voted according to the party’s recommendation. (It is the 
method used for this study.) 

Cohesion and discipline have by many scholars been used interchangeably in a sense 

similar to unity, but it is important differentiate between the two as they imply distinct 
meanings (Hazan 2003). Party cohesion relies on socialization having occurred prior to 

joining the legislature, motivating the legislator beyond material gain. It provides additional 

grounds for agreeing with other legislators beyond common material interests (the 

ideological foundation of a party). Discipline, on the other hand, relies on the perception of 
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legislators as rational actors, acting according to circumstances and how to benefit the most 

from these circumstances. When prior socialization is not enough to convince a legislator to 
vote with the party, appealing to the legislator’s self-interest might be (2003:2–4). This 

could, for example, be done by distributing resources available to the party within the rules 

of the legislature. The party could entice the legislator by offering some attractive political 

office, or it could threaten to withdraw privileges already enjoyed by the legislator. 
Additionally, the party could offer resources beneficial to the legislator’s constituency, such 

as construction projects for the region where the legislator has her/his electoral base. The 

latter type of resource distribution is commonly referred to as “pork-barrel spending” or 
simply “pork.” Discipline, then, is often considered as an institutional aspect of party unity, 

being based on institutional means to achieve unity. Cohesion is considered as sociological, 

as there it is the shared preferences and ideological goals of the legislators that motivate 
them to act in unity. 

A common explanation for legislators’ actions is that they are “purposive.” This leads 

them to join parties, as it “offers the possibility of structured collective action with like-

minded co-partisans, instant access to and identification with a brand name that can 
enhance electoral prospects, provide them with potentially significant legislative resources 

… and influence over the distribution of patronage” (Owens 2003:12–3). Such an explanation 

combines cohesion and discipline. Whether one believes the sociological or institutional 
approach is more important in studying party unity, or both equally so, they are both 

pathways to party unity (Andeweg and Thomassen 2010:656–8; Hazan 2003:2–3). Unity, 

thus, is the supercategory to cohesion and discipline, simply meaning that the party is 

unified regardless how this unification is achieved. However, party unity should not be 
taken as the party being statically unified in a general sense. Often, it refers to specific 

contexts in which unity is desirable, such as in legislative votes. If the leadership can get the 

party members to vote in unison, there is party unity. Party unity, obviously, can change 
over time and is conditioned on many factors. 

One study of the US Congress (Kirkland and Slapin 2017) suggests that there is a 

reverse relationship between ideological extremists and moderates within its two parties. 
Moderates tend to vote in unity when in the majority, while extremists tend to do so when 

their party is in the minority. The crucial factor determining these different behaviors is 

their preference type. The extremist leans towards a policy preference, while moderates 

prefer distributive representation which they can present to their constituency as an 
achievement. The authors note that extremists often do better in the following elections if 

they are less loyal to their party when it is in the majority; just as moderates in the majority 

and extremists in the minority party do better when they are loyal. The reasoning behind 
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this is that when the extremist’s party is in the majority, the extremist’s electoral base 

(themselves also being of the political extreme) rewards a show of defiance. Threatening to 
defect on a vote, for example, could constitute an attempt to push the agenda towards the 

extreme side (2017:27, 35–6). They “are more likely to gain electoral support by making a 

name for themselves through ideological grandstanding” (2017:27), paying less tribute to the 

party message and caring more about their personal (ideological) brand. Despite this, on 
average, they tend to be more loyal than moderates. Moderates go where the goods are; a 

reasoning that makes them ready to negotiate with the opposition when they are in the 

minority, instead of going against them in unified opposition. Two reasons explain why 
extremists appear more loyal in opposition. First of all, the party in opposition “has an 

incentive to move towards the extreme to offer policy alternatives to the majority” (2017:27). 

Second, because policy proposals are more likely to be made by the majority party, the 
minority party is more likely to oppose––both extremists and those less extreme. In such a 

case, the extremist might seem loyal in opposing the proposal (2017:27). The intraparty 

dynamic described here does not necessarily indicate overall low unity, but simply that 

legislators see a strategic incentive––what the authors call “strategic party disloyalty” 
(2017:29). 

Loyalty is another concept that is often used synonymously with cohesion (for 

example, Hazan 2003). While not a new definition, more recent literature has been more 
consistent in giving the term its proper meaning (e.g. Andeweg and Thomassen 2010): that 

of voting with the party, despite not agreeing with it on the issue at hand. The British House 

of Lords is a popular subject for loyalty studies, as its members are not elected and their 

seats guaranteed independent of their reputation (every vote for them is a so-called “free 
vote”). These studies tend to find that members of the House of Lords are extremely loyal to 

their parties, even when they do not agree on an issue (Norton 2003; Raymond 2017b). 

Loyalty can intensify when a divisive vote is close and consequential to the outcome 
(Raymond 2017a:366). In short, cohesion suggests shared preferences while loyalty suggests 

the contrary (in a specific context, such as a vote). What they have in common is that they 

both lead to unity. 

Andeweg & Thomassen (2010) brings to our attention a concept rarely considered, 

namely the division of labor (within a party). They point out that in most parliamentary 

party groups policy portfolios are given to members. The idea is that party members will be 

spokesmen for their party on a particular issue. This (potentially) affects unity in that 
members “may or may not have a personal preference about an issue that is outside their 

own policy remit, but will take their cue from the party specialist in that area when it comes 

to a vote on that issue” (2010:657). Two principal reasons are given for such a delegation of 
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opinion: the work load is too heavy for one person to develop an informed opinion on the 

subject, or a tacit agreement stipulates that “if you don’t intrude on my policy area, I won’t 
intrude on yours.” Either way leads to party unity (2010:657). 

I have delineated the key concepts of party unity, but there are additional factors 

that affect party unity. One such is temporal. It is common that legislators tend to vote more 

partisan when elections are far off, but as they come closer the importance of constituency 
demands takes over as motivational factor in determining unity. As elections approach, 

partisan behavior is seen as costlier. A consequence of this behavior is that as elections 

approach “parties are less likely to schedule votes that divide the parties” (Lindstädt and 
Vander Wielen 2013:742), demonstrating a shifting logic over time as regards partisan 

cooperation. When a vote does take place, as elections draw nearer, an “ultra-consensual” 

vote is more likely (2013:763), meaning that the leadership schedules votes where they know 
beforehand that they have a clear majority. Legislators and their parties “opportunistically 

pursue goals when costs of partisan behavior are relatively low”––which is when the voters’ 

attentiveness is low––as they are aware of “the time sensitivity of partisanship” (2013:768). 

This is related to agenda setting. 

Agenda setting is a variable that is difficult to control for when measuring party 

unity through roll-call voting (which I do) because once the roll-call vote is carried out the 

“back dealings” preparing for a vote have already taken place. A majority might already 
have been assured by the leadership before a proposal is put up for a vote. Accounting for 

agenda setting requires a proper case study of events and circumstances preceding a specific 

vote, something which is beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, the reader should be 

aware of what such a deficiency in roll-call studies entails. Continuing with studies of the 
US House of Representatives, Carson et al. claim that agenda setting is a determinant factor 

for (the display of) party unity and separate between positive and negative agenda control. 

Negative agenda control is what I have described above, the leadership keeping an issue “off 
the floor” to avoid a defeat. Positive agenda control “typically entails arm-twisting, vote 

buying, or other aggressive tactics associated with whipping individual legislators” 

(2014:729). The latter, then, seems to go under discipline (a dirty variant). Agenda 
control/setting is, after all, only a means for the leadership to affect party unity; it is not a 

subconcept to unity. The authors based their study on emails sent from the Majority 

Speaker’s office during the 110th and 111th Congresses when the Democrats held the 

House. In this way, they were able to determine agenda control strategies of the majority 
party (this is, of course, rarely the case in such studies). The article shows that the party 

was aware of the combination of factors legislators have to take into account when taking a 

stand on a vote, having to consider both partisan support as well as re-election. “As such,” 
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the authors proceed, “leadership is more likely to signal positions on procedural matters 

where traceability is much lower and the risks to legislators are reduced” (2014:739). The 
party leadership is also “more likely to signal their position on certain types of procedural 

votes,” mainly when winning is important and when they have been able “to study the 

possible substantive changes” (2014:739). If such outcomes are unclear, or the vote is not 

considered of utmost importance, then the tendency is to signal at a lower rate (2014:739). 
Party leaders are more willing to discipline legislators on essential issues rather than, for 

example, resolutions (i.e., non-legislative) (Stecker 2015:792, 98). A mere situational 

analysis of roll-call votes only emphasizes the “observable unity” of party groups (2015:791) 
as it does not include circumstances beyond its specific context. Those circumstances are 

important to determine motivations behind voting behavior. 

Needless to say, there are many factors that can influence political associations 
within a legislature. One rarely written about, but that nevertheless is an interesting 

ingredient in assessing party unity, is non-political associations. As I have mentioned above, 

party cohesion is usually taken to imply some type of socialization prior to joining the 

legislature, forming a common basis for partisanship which in most cases manifest as 
political ideology, or “shared preferences,” which to some degree also implies a shared 

background of some sort––something that brought you to believe in those ideas. Tunkis 

takes this a step further, arguing that “who MPs are matters,” by which he means that 
legislators’ “characteristics and shared identities may form the basis of competing parties or 

weaken them” (2017:89). Tunkis’s study is of MPs in the Polish parliament and is based on 

not just data related to the legislature (party affiliations, committee assignments, etc.), but 

also biographical data and interviews with sitting and former MPs about, among other 
things, “personal experiences and associations while in parliament.” As he points out, non-

political associations are especially relevant to “new democracies”, such as Poland’s, that 

lack “robust pluralist party traditions” and consequently “focus on personalism and top-
down politics” (2017:79–80). He does find that, at least in the Polish case, the legislators’ 

“personal characteristics and biographies” influence roll call votes. Legislators’ “shared 

identities create bonds and foster associations between” them. The inevitable conclusion 
being that when such “bonds” and “associations” develop between legislators of the same 

party, loyalty intensifies; when they cross party lines, loyalty for a legislator’s own party 

weakens (2017:89–90). These findings seem to suggest a certain fluidity as regards party 

affiliations and political identities, bringing us back to where I began. 

“Discipline starts where cohesions falters,” Hazan writes (2003:3). The problem, he 

explains, is that discipline is “not necessary if the party is cohesive, and not efficient if 

cohesion has completely broken down” (2003:6). Which begs the question: If cohesion breaks 
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down, what can we expect? In talking about different types disciplinary regimes, Owens 

(2003) brings to mind the Italian Chamber of Deputies during the late 1990s where “the 
imposition of discipline was always qualified by complex risk calculations that legislators 

would quit their parties if discipline were too strict” (2003:14). Why do legislators switch 

party? One answer he gives is the “transaction cost.” Basically, it is the political cost of 

joining a legislative coalition (a party) compared to the preferences of the legislator’s 
constituency. The farther the legislator and her/his voter base is from the median point of 

the legislator’s party, the higher the transaction cost. Concomitantly, the benefits a 

legislator gains by joining a party (greater chances of getting policy preferences through the 
legislature or resources benefitting the constituency) should be greater than the transaction 

cost for the legislator to accept to join the party. Especially in democracies where parties are 

weaker, where candidates receive few or no electoral resources, or where ties between party 
and legislator/local constituency is weak, the transaction cost of switching party or running 

as an independent is lower (2003:14, 18–9). In such cases, the legislator’s constituency is 

more likely to follow the person they elected rather than the party.  

Party switching is exceptionally prevalent in Brazil and many Latin American 
legislatures (2003:18). By switching party, in the case of Mexico, deputies gain “access to the 

ballot for future executive positions,” but electorally they tend to then get punished by the 

voters. Deputies loyal to their party win elections in greater numbers. But, of course, a 
deputy can only get elected if actually put on a ballot. Therefore, switching party might be 

the only opportunity a deputy has to get onto the ballot, even if party switchers tend to do 

worse electorally. In fact, many minor parties seem to function purely as career launchers 

for individual deputies. If it was not to get put on the ballot there would be no reason to join 
these small parties (Kerevel 2017:45–6). Nonetheless, it is office-seeking, rather than 

electoral success, that seems to be the main motivation for Mexican deputies to switch 

parties, as rarely do they switch party because of ideological disagreements (Kerevel 2014). 
Party switching in general is in fact often made to parties within the same ideological 

family. If we compare party switching between ideological groups, then the level would be 

similar to those of longer established democracies (Owens 2003:18). The balance between the 
institutional and sociological imperatives are not clear in such a context. The fact that a 

legislator switches party points towards institutional influences. On the other hand, a 

sociological argument could be made that the legislator stayed within the same ideological 

group. Two parties sharing similar ideologies should still be fit for cooperation. 

In an attempt to empirically determine which explanation would prove more 

powerful, Davidson-Schmich (2003) studied legislatures in eastern Germany during the 

period 1990–2000. As no previous party culture existed in the recently democratized eastern 
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Germany of 1990, it served as the perfect example to test for which of the two approaches 

(the sociological or institutional) provides the most relevant explanation. If there was no 
unity, the explanation should be sociological. If there was unity, the explanation must be 

institutional. That is to say, if there was unity it could only have been brought about by 

disciplinary measures, as no previous party culture existed that could otherwise explain 

such unity. The results of the study indicate that, for incipient party systems, the 
institutional explanation prevails. The author writes that where sociological conditions––

“including anti-party norms, low ideological cohesion, and both weak party organization and 

identification”––seem to preclude cohesion, “the opposite occurs” (although I suspect she 
refers to what I classify as unity, not cohesion) (2003:99–100). “The emergence of united 

party caucuses,” she continues, “is consistent with the parliamentary and electoral 

institutions in place and interviews with MPs suggest they are fully aware of the incentives 
built into the institutions” (2003:100). Further, the author suggests that to understand why 

legislators vote the way they do, it is not the legislators but the “nature of the arenas in 

which they legislate” that should be studied (2003:100). Clearly, she is proposing an 

institutional approach to the study of party unity. “Even where cohesion is low discipline 
might still be high if electoral and parliamentary institutions are conducive to party voting 

agreement” (2003:100). An interesting observation in the article is that while unity was 

weak in the beginning, over the period studied it quickly grew firmer as legislators began to 
understand how to work the tools of the system available to them (2003:98–9). As previously 

mentioned, examples such as the House of Lords prove that institutional constraints are not 

necessarily required for unity to manifest. But judging from Davidson-Schmich’s article, it 

seems that powerful institutional (disciplinary) means are important to young democracies 
in shaping unity. Going even further, how important is the electoral system in shaping party 

unity? 

 

The electoral system and candidate selection 
The electoral arena includes “the candidate selection method, the advantages of and 

strategies for running an election, the electoral system, and the like” (Hazan 2003:5). A more 
inclusive candidate selection process brings with it less unity within the party. Measures 

such as party lists, on the contrary, would strengthen a party’s power over its candidates. By 

putting in place “procedures that weaken the appeal of candidate-centered elections” party 
unity can grow stronger (2003:5). It is an argument he is not alone in making. There are 

several examples of where electoral rules might weaken a party’s unity: where they force 

intraparty competition between legislators, where leaders have weak control over who is put 
on the ballot, where there are large constituencies, and “where there is no provision for 
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pooling votes within entire party lists” (Owens 2003:21). In such situations, legislators are 

more likely to focus on “individualistic rather than collective electoral and legislative 
strategies” (2003:21). Where the electorate can vote for individual candidates, rather than 

party lists, there is a strong tendency towards intraparty competition for the votes and 

concomitant decrease in motivation to run on “a single collective brand name” (2003:21). 

What this means is that where the party has no, or little, control over candidate selection 
candidates are encouraged to compete with each other for votes; which often results in, in 

order to distinguish themselves, locally anchored strategies. Those candidates who come out 

of the fight as winners, especially if they command a large constituency, end up being 
important for the party rather than the party being important for them. Party leadership 

weakens as they have to be wary of the demands of strong candidates. If these candidates do 

not feel listened to they can easily become rebellious or even switch party, as their 
constituency is more likely to follow them than their parties. It is a salient observation that 

leads to a contradictory dilemma: can democratization of the electoral system actually 

undermine democracy itself? 

Electoral reforms aiming to increase democratization of elections can bring with it 
the unintended consequences of deinstitutionalizing the party system. In some cases, 

reforms meant to redistribute power away from regional party bosses, that have ruled by 

way of patronage, result in the loss of “administrative capital” used to discipline local 
legislators, in turn making parties grow weaker; a consequence proving that “administrative 

capital matters for party system institutionalization” (Dargent and Muñoz 2011:63). A 

natural deduction is that where local legislators are in control, local agendas tend to win 

over national ones. Where legislators are appointed directly by parties, instead of being 
elected by local constituencies, it enhances “the power of party leaders not only to select 

candidates, but also to shape the legislative organization and thus the public face of the 

party” (Koop and Bittner 2011:431–2). The difference in legislative behavior between the two 
types of candidate is clear. Candidates appointed by the party leadership have a much-

increased chance of being nominated for cabinet offices or “high-profile parliamentary 

positions.” Legislators elected through the ordinary local (s)election process, on the other 
hand, “are more likely to engage in low-profile parliamentary activities such as introducing 

motions, making statements, and engaging in committee work” (2011:448). Although it 

should be kept in mind that “ordinarily” elected legislators might be motivated into such 

low-profile activities because they are aware their chances to obtain high-profile positions 
are slight, as these per rule go to party-appointed candidates. The main conclusion, 

nonetheless, is that such party-appointed candidates strengthen the party’s power. A locally 

elected legislator does not “owe” anything to the party leadership in the way the appointed 
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one does. (Obviously, the latter also tends to be of similar preferences as those of the 

leadership, having been chosen by that very leadership) (2011:448–9).  Also, the “total 
number of appointed candidates does not have to be particularly high in order for the party 

leader’s power to shape the parliamentary organization … to be substantially increased” 

(2011:448). Some studies suggest the same relationship between (local) candidate-centered 

selection processes and party unity (Cordero and Coller 2015; Kerevel 2010; Shomer 2017b). 
An exception is the article by Rombi and Seddone (2017) treating the 2013 Italian 

parliamentary elections. Their findings indicate that Italian legislators’ behavior in 

parliament “is principally related to the characteristics of their political party rather than to 
the selection method” (2017:585). Nevertheless they see it as “unreasonable to argue that 

open primaries produce greater party unity than exclusive selection methods” and instead 

suggest selection methods in their case affect legislative behavior “neither positively nor 
negatively” (2017:585). In the Czech republic it is the party’s ranking of candidates that 

apply unless a candidate surpasses a 5 percent threshold of party votes in a particular 

district, according to Stegmaier, Marcinkiewicz, and Jankowski, while in Poland voters have 

to choose one candidate regardless (2016:886). In both systems, they find that legislators 
with high vote shares are less likely to toe the party line, while the reverse effect can be 

observed among legislators who received a low vote share. In the Czech system, however, 

candidates with a lower vote share are more likely to be loyal to the party leadership in 
order to be placed higher on the ballot in the next election. The authors conclude that where 

“the party has more control over who wins parliamentary seats, the relationship between 

MP preference vote share and party unity is stronger” (2016:902). This seems to leave us 

without doubt that the makeup of the electoral system and candidate selection is a 
determinant factor in shaping party unity. 

A candidate-centered electoral system does not automatically result in a candidate-

centered selection process: parties themselves can adopt restrictive selection processes and 
thus sustain unity (Shomer 2017b:90).  It is important to remember that (re-)election is not 

necessarily the only thing motivating legislators. In many Latin American legislatures, 

unlike “members of the the US Congress [who] represent their constituency as reelection-
seekers, Latin American [deputies] have other (varying) office goals driving their” behavior 

(Kernecker 2017:545). Especially legislators seeking “the most prestigious offices”––the 

presidency and the cabinet––“are most likely to follow the party line in the case of conflict” 

while in the legislature (2017:545). The more a party restricts its candidate selection 
process, the more unified it becomes. Legislators then have to cultivate the “reputation of a 

loyal partisan” which renders them less likely to defect (2017:545). Needless to say, if you 
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have spent time cultivating a reputation within a certain party, you are most likely not 

ready to throw all that time and effort away by defecting.  

Electoral systems and parties’ selection processes have separated effects on party 

unity. As you might remember, I asked the question whether democratizing party systems 

might undermine democracy. This is not necessarily the case. In a reverse perspective from 

that of the previous paragraph, Shomer (2017a) argues that the “conditional effect of 
elections and selections on unity … means that party leaders can afford to democratize their 

party’s selection processes in countries which use party-centered electoral systems” while 

also confirming that the opposite applies (as already noted) (2017a:305). Thus, only one of 
the two needs to be restrictive for unity to be strong, as “for the individualization effect of 

permissive institutions to manifest itself, the incentives from both institutions––electoral 

systems and candidate selection processes––must align” (2017a:305). It is an important 
observation, but it receives some contradiction from Itzkovitch-Malka and Hazan (2017) who 

claim that the less a party controls nomination processes, “the more limited is the ability of 

the electoral system to affect” party unity, “given the damage already done … in the 

nomination stage” (2017:465). Nevertheless, similar to Shomer’s argument, they state that 
what is most important is how electoral systems and candidate selection processes interact 

(2017:465). 

 

The conceptual framework applied to Brazil 
It is important to take into account one of the big deficiencies of roll-call voting for 

measuring party unity. This is no less true for Brazil; the roll-call voting is the “end point” of 

the negotiating process between the party leadership and deputies (Ames 2002a:186). What 

I previously described as “ultra-consensual” votes (Lindstädt and Vander Wielen 2013:751), 
Ames (2002a) refers to as the “bandwagon” effect (2002a:187). Although it is not recent, his 

research found that in many of the congressional roll-call votes in Brazil, the winning side 

was supported by 80% of the deputies. He astutely points out that this rarely happens 

because support for the proposal is strong: if a proposal has gone through a bargaining 
process with concessions made to the congressional opposition and then passes with 80% 

support, “either enormous bandwagon effects are operating or the proposal’s authors badly 

overestimated the concessions needed to obtain majority support” (2002a:187). In short, 
when a proposal goes through with such overwhelming support after concessions have been 

made, many deputies who did not receive concessions most likely joined the winning side 

knowing it would win and thereby hoping they could squeeze some future advantages out of 
their “wholehearted” support. 
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Based on his research from Brazil, Ames (2002a) greatly extends my conceptual 

framework in ways highly relevant to my study. In his model, deputies require both 
motivation and autonomy in order to defect. Motivation he divides into two categories. It can 

be ideological when the deputy’s preferences are different from those of the party majority, 

and electoral when it is the deputy’s constituency’s interests that differ. A clear distinction 

should therefore be made between the preferences of the deputy and those of her/his 
constituency. Autonomy means that a deputy has a strong enough electoral base to actually 

“walk the walk.” Deputies who have a high post-electoral intraparty rank, for example, are 

less vulnerable electorally than deputies with a low vote share. This relates to the 
phenomenon previously mentioned, that legislators with a strong electoral base––especially 

in candidate-centered electoral systems such as Brazil’s––are much more independent vis-a-

vis the party; the party needing them more than they need the party. If they switch party, 
their voter base will more likely follow them rather than the party (2002a:194–6). Ames 

(2002a), however, adds another dimension to this phenomenon: constituency dominance. It 

means that a candidate “dominates” a certain constituency of voters. If a candidate is well-

anchored in a local constituency s/he does not need a lot of votes to gain autonomy (only 
enough to get elected) as the constituency knows the candidate well and will stay loyal 

(2002a:196). Here, too, the electoral base will follow the deputy, the difference being that the 

deputy need not be widely recognized (and popular) across the state, only locally. Remember 
that while in a proportional representation system (like Brazil’s), despite not electing 

candidates through single member districts, in practice the same mechanism might still be 

valid. Voting for someone local means you expect that person to represent your (local) 

interests, which is the whole idea behind the SMD system; it is a need that that does not go 
away just because legislators are not elected through officially (and artificially) constructed 

districts (like in the US). 

Ames proposes three “autonomy measures” as part of his model: domination (of 
constituencies), seniority and rank (2002a:195–6). The first and third I have already 

explained. The second, seniority, also provides autonomy according to Ames, although he 

does not provide much evidence for this. He does point out that seniors usually have more 
high-profile positions within their parties, which of course gives them more power, but the 

fact of them being in leader positions can in itself render defection difficult. (It would be 

hard for a party leader to defect in a roll-call vote as party leaders are usually the ones 

defining the very party line. Also, switching party would mean abandoning power.) 

In his conclusion Ames (2002a) affirms that deputies who are electorally weak are 

“reluctant to surrender the benefits of the party label.” Those who cooperate the most, he 

finds, are deputies who are electorally weak and whose constituency is geographically 
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concentrated (2002a:214). I would assume that this is because a deputy who shares a 

constituency with other deputies does not have as strong a hold of her/his voter base as a 
deputy who is well-anchored in the constituency and without local competition (thus being 

autonomous). It seems to be related to the fact that, as Ames explains, deputies who have to 

share a constituency with other deputies have “much less incentive to attract public projects 

to their bases, because such legislators cannot claim exclusive credit” (2002a:196). 
Nonetheless, Ames does conclude that when “a deputy’s constituents are geographically 

concentrated, they are more likely to know who their deputy is and more likely to demand 

results from their deputies.” Which, subsequently, “implies pork” (2002a:215). 

Pork-barrel politics has a bad reputation, but it serves to increase the executive’s 

power. It is often said that the Brazilian executive is weak, but the extensive resources at 

hand for negotiation contradict this. If it was not for the president’s access to resource 
distribution, then it would be significantly harder to pass nationally important legislation, 

for example economic policy. A national economic reform, for example, might be hard for a 

local politician to pitch as specifically benefiting her/his constituency. Pork, on the other 

hand, the politician can pitch as a success (Alston and Mueller 2006). Regional politics, as 
part of Brazil’s federalist system, is often said to be a reason for a supposedly weak 

executive. But here, too, federalism seems to have less impact on executive power than the 

generally accepted theory would have one believe. While it does affect party cohesion, it does 
so surprisingly little (Desposato 2004). Subnational powers, such as governors, might have 

more influence at the proposal stage of policy rather than on the roll-call vote itself 

(2004:279–80). That parties are not beholden by their subnational factions is an argument 

made by Cheibub, Figueiredo and Limongi (2009). They argue that the Brazilian congress is 
centralized in a way that “heavily favors party leaders, who are taken to be perfect agents of 

the members of their parties … when it comes to most procedural decisions” which includes 

roll-call votes (2009:24). They can also “request for urgency in considering a bill,” meaning 
that “the issue to be discussed is discharged from the committee and included in the day 

calendar for floor deliberation,” which in turn means that the bill cannot be freely amended 

unless at least 20 percent of the lower chamber sign such an amendment (2009:24). The 
arguments that weak parties flourish in permissive electoral systems easily make you 

wonder why parties want candidates that will not follow their lead. Here, at least, is one 

answer. The significance of a party leader’s “request for urgency” depends on the amount of 

legislators the leader represent (2009:24). The authors also support the view that the 
executive is, contrary to common belief, not weak, pointing to the fact that Brazilian 

“presidents do not need to bargain case by case to approve legislation” but “are in a position 

to demand support for their entire legislative agenda” (2009:25). The Brazilian president, 
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then, has a more powerful role in the “legislative-executive relations” than “what a mere 

count of institutional veto players suggests” (2009:25). Nonetheless, Desposato (2008) 
suggests that in contrast to Japan––where pork is nationally centered and subnational 

politicians gather around the national agenda to receive it––in Brazil there is the opposite 

relationship where “both subnational and national legislators organize around subnational 

politics, with only national politicians also showing concern for national coalitions” 
(2008:521).  

In electoral strategies, it seems pork is a principal resource available to incumbents, 

in addition to visible committee positions (Pereira and Renno 2003). Such legislative 
committees are within the sphere of influence of the president, which means that this adds 

another negotiating card for the executive vis-a-vis deputies with individual agendas. In 

this, Ames (2002b) gives his support too, saying that as for electoral strategies deputies tend 
to find small dominant constituencies which as of yet are free “of boss control” and “strive to 

overcome electoral weakness by delivering pork to municipal targets” and that most 

“deputies pay little attention to ideological appeals” (2002b:270). His analysis is optimistic to 

a certain degree, as he argues that constituency-dominating deputies seem to be decreasing 
because of increased political awareness on the part of voters as well as the “explosive 

growth” of cities (2002b:271). But he also claims that there is no ideological cohesion among 

Brazil’s parties, as they can side with right-wing factions in some regions while joining with 
the left-wing ones in others, in order to achieve electoral victory (2002b:269). Other research 

points to transition in later years from an ideological split motivating party opposition in the 

legislature, to simply government opposition in itself (Zucco and Lauderdale 2011). Such 

non-ideological opposition naturally brings to mind pork-barrel incentives. 

Desposato (2006a) argues that while pork and election goals are important, deputies 

do chose a party at least because they have some semblance of similar ideological leanings 

and political goals. Especially if the legislator is part of a partisan constituency, s/he is less 
likely to switch party. Different legislators use parties for different ends, depending on their 

constituency. If a legislator’s constituency prioritizes pork, then the legislator will switch to 

a party that can maximize that goal. Despite this, in Brazil party switching occurs mainly 
within the same ideological spectrum (2006a:77). 

The Brazilian electoral system––an open list proportional representation, or OLPR, 

system––Ames (2002b) considers democratic, for sure, but leading to weak parties where 

deputies in general have weak links to voters. His opinion on this matter is concurrent with 
the general assumptions about such electoral systems. Desposato (2006b) might agree on the 

general outline but doubts that electoral reform would make a difference. Even if Brazil was 
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to introduce a closed-list system, popular candidates would probably still prevail over 

ideological coherence. Where the party leadership were strong, they would probably still 
bargain for the most viable candidates. He points to PT as an exceptionally coherent party 

despite an inclusive electoral system. This brings us to the point, mentioned in the 

conceptual outline, that for candidate-centered and unity-destabilizing selection processes to 

succeed, both party and electoral system need to align in being inclusive. But if a party 
restricts its selection process, it can counter the negative effects on unity that a permissive 

electoral system opens up for. It also brings us back to the point that constituencies differ in 

priorities. “Because PT supporters are relatively partisan and party activists very militant, 
expelled PT deputies are likely to lose their votes, their volunteers, and their reelection bids” 

(2006b:1028). From this, Desposato concludes that where “societal incentives for strong 

parties exist but formal institutions are weak, politicians modify rules or institutions to 
compensate” (2006b:1028). This is especially true for PT. Bolognesi (2013) studied the 

selection process of Brazil’s largest parties and found that the only party who has 

restrictions, besides the general ones of the constitution (age limit, citizen requirements, 

etc.), is PT. PT requires that a candidate has been a regular financial contributor to the 
party and signs a contract where the candidate makes an ideological commitment to the 

party that makes clear that, in case of electoral victory, the mandate belongs to the party 

and not the individual candidate. The other parties simply require that you are affiliated 
with the party in order to run for office (2013:51). Theoretically, then, PT should be the more 

cohesive party. 

 

Background 
The Câmara dos Deputados, the lower chamber of the Brazilian congress, had its 

opening session in 1826. Since then the extent of voting rights has varied widely, but even 

under the military regime voting for federal and state deputies, in addition to councilmen, 

was allowed. With the enactment of the Constitution of 1988, full democracy was returned to 

Brazil. The first subsequent election was held in 1989. The lower chamber consists of 513 
seats divided among 27 Federatve Units (Unidades Federativas). They include Brazil’s 26 

states and the Federal District containing the country’s capital, Brasília. A Federative Unit 

can have at most 70 seats (only São Paulo has that many) and at the minimum 8. The 
largest unit after São Paulo is Minas Gerais with 53 seats. There are currently 25 parties 

with seats in the Chamber of Deputies. PMDB is the largest party (with 61 seats), followed 

by PT (57) and PSDB (47). In the state of São Paul, however, PSDB is the largest party, 
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followd by PT. Although PMDB has been Brazil’s largest party for a long while (but never 

having had a president elected), its presence in São Paulo is comparatively small.  

In this study, it is the lower chamber of the Brazilian Congress, the Chamber of 

Deputies (Câmara dos Deputados), that is in focus. Representatives are elected to the lower 

chamber through open list proportional representation, or an OLPR system. Nicolau takes 

us through, step by step, the first part of the selection process: determining the amount 
seats each party gets (2015:238–40). The first step is to calculate the electoral quotient, 

meaning the minimum amount of valid votes a party needs to gain a seat in the lower 

chamber. This is done per state by taking the total number of valid votes and dividing it 
with the amount of seats the state in question has in the Chamber of Deputies. The second 

step is to divide the number of valid votes each party received in the state with the electoral 

quotient, thereby determining the number of seats each party gets. The third step is to 
assign seats that are still remaining, which is done in a second round. This is done by 

determining the median vote for each of the parties that already received a seat. It is 

evaluated by again taking a party’s total number of valid votes and then dividing it by the 

number of seats received, plus one. Parties that received an additional seat in the second 
round are automatically counted in the third round, but plus 2 this time. If a party with 

exceptionally many votes has a higher median in the third round than parties in the second 

round, than that party is counted as receiving two seats before those parties in the second 
round with lesser votes. After the seats have been distributed per party, the candidates on 

each party’s list that received the most electoral votes get to occupy those seats. The open 

lists are not pre-ranked by the party. Instead, voters choose the candidate they want to vote 

for (each candidate has a number that voters put into the voting machine) and the party of 
that candidate receives that vote for seat distribution purposes, while the candidate receives 

that vote for the purpose of determining whether he is popular enough to occupy one of those 

seats. 

Parties can compete independently, but they can also form coligações (party groups). 

In that case, parties forming such a group compete as if they were one party, and seats are 

distributed among candidates by the same mechanism described above (2015:40–1). It is 
therefore possible for a small party to get a seat despite contributing few votes to the group, 

assuming they have a candidate who receives enough votes to end up at the top of the 

group’s vote ranking. 

A common question regarding legislatures where party unity is weak is why a 
legislator should join a party to begin with. I have skipped this debate as the Brazilian 
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electoral rules cut it short. Article 14, paragraph three, of the Brazilian Constitution 

stipulates that to be eligible for election a candidate must be affiliated with a party. 

The data for this study is based on the 2014 election. Those deputies elected in that 

election took office on January 1, 2015. For the state of São Paulo, the results of which this 

study is based on, 70 deputies were elected. The scope of this study includes the deputies of 

four parties (selection method is described below): PSDB, Partido da Social Democracia 

Brasileira, which elected 14 deputies; PT, Partido dos Trabalhadores, which elected 10; 

PRB, Partido Republicano Brasileiro, which elected eight; and PR, Partido da Republica, 

which elected six deputies. 

In the 2014 election, Dilma Rousseff of PT won the presidential race. Her party 

formed the congressional majority together with PMDB, PSD, PP, PR, PROS, PDT, PC do B 

and PRB (these parties formed a coligação). This means that PSDB is the sole opposition 
party in this study. 

 

Methodology 
My research question for this study was how post-electoral intraparty rank affects 

party unity. More specifically, the post-electoral intraparty rank will be derived from the 
vote share percentage of the total vote count for all of Brazil. The deputies with the lowest 

such vote share also have the lowest post-electoral rank. Comparing the vote shares between 

the members of each party would thus give us the post-electoral intraparty rank. 

As shown in the literature review, the research on party unity is wide and it follows 
that its conceptual framework is so too. However, using roll-call voting as a measure of party 

unity inevitably leaves out most of those concepts from the study’s purview. Needless to say, 

party unity will be the key concept for this study. I will measure unity by the amount of vote 
actions conducted in favor of the party’s recommendation. (I use the term “vote action” as 

voting is not the only option available in roll-call votes; a deputy can also abstain, obstruct or 

be absent.) This entails, however, that I will not be able to determine whether unity is 

reached via cohesion, discipline or loyalty. All subconcepts to party unity will therefore be 
outside the study’s purview. I will complement the roll-call vote analysis with vote 

concentration data, in an attempt to control for Ames’s autonomy variable (specifically, 

constituency domination). 

To conduct my study, I started by setting out the criteria for selecting candidates. To 

limit the scope of it I stuck to one state, São Paulo. It is the obvious choice because it is 

Brazil’s largest state with the most seats in the lower chamber (Cãmara dos Deputadosı), 70 
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of them. There are 513 seats in total in the lower chamber. In selecting deputies to include 

in my study, I set out three conditions: 

• The deputy is a member of one of the three parties that won the most seats in the 

state; 

• Or the deputy is among the three candidates with the highest vote shares; 

• And the deputy’s party needs to have at least five deputies elected. 

The first point is motivated by diversity. I did not want the number of deputies to be 
too small, even if that for practical reasons meant I would not have time to include as many 

votes as I might have wanted in my database. (Because I manually compiled my database, 

time constraint was a limiting factor.)  

I will expand on the second criterion with two concrete examples from the state of 
São Paulo. The party that elected the largest number of federal deputies in 2014 (the last 

such election) was PSDB, electing 14 deputies to the lower chamber. Their most voted-for 

candidate was Bruno Covas who received 1.68% of the votes of the state of São Paulo. The 
PSDB deputy elected with the least votes was Floriano Pesaro who received 0.54% of the 

vote. That is “only” a difference of 238,759 votes. The most voted-for federal deputy in all of 

São Paulo was Celso Russomanno, of PRB, who gained 7.26% of the votes (with a total of 
1,524,361 votes he was also the most voted-for federal deputy in all of Brazil). The second 

most voted-for PRB member in São Paulo state was Antonio Bulhões, receiving 0.66% of the 

vote (137,939 votes). The least voted-for PRB member elected to the Câmara dos Deputados 

was Fausto Pinato. He received 22,097 votes, or 0.11% of the total vote count for São Paulo 
state. He did not only have the least votes of elected PRB members, but the least votes of all 

elected federal deputies from São Paulo state. There were 86 candidates that received more 

votes than him but were not elected. There were 20 non-elected candidates between Fausto 
Pinato and the second least voted-for elected federal deputy from São Paulo (a member of 

the same party). This is a perfect example of the type of situation I want to test for: deputies 

on the extreme ends of post-electoral intraparty rank. At the same time the PSDB party 
provides me with the opposite example: a party with candidates of similar electoral strength 

(at least as regards vote shares). That is the other reason, apart from its size, that I chose 

São Paulo in particular for this study. 

 The last criterion is for limiting the scope of the study and to make sure that parties 
too small are not included, as they are not relevant enough to justify the time it takes to 

manually compile a database of deputies and their voting records. 

I used two sources for this study, both official ones. For the election statistics––i.e, 
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the vote share the candidates received––I used the database provided by Tribunal Superior 

Elitoral (the Supreme Electoral Court). The vote concentration statistics also derive from 
this source. Population statistics per municipality come from IBGE (the Brazilian statistical 

agency). The roll-call vote records I recorded off the website of the Câmara dos Deputados. 

Unfortunately, they do not have complete databases for extended periods. They do provide 

individual databases for each roll-call vote, not all in one (at least not that I could find). 
Those individual databases only showed how the deputies voted, not party 

recommendations. For this reason, I recorded and compiled the database manually from the 

website. The website is structured so that each roll-call vote has its own page where each 
party’s voting recommendation is listed as well as the vote actions of the deputies present at 

the roll-call vote. 

In compiling the database, I used party voting recommendations as “the party line.” 
A deputy voting against her/his own party’s recommendation I registered as a vote against 

the party. Voting with the party’s recommendation, obviously, I registered as voting with the 

party (“toeing the party line”). However, there are of course more voting options for deputies 

than simply “yes” or “no.” They include abstentions, obstructions and absences. Used 
strategically, these options can both work for and against the party, depending on the party 

voting recommendation. For this reason, I divided all three of the non-affirmative options 

into two categories. One category “for”, one category “against.” For example, if a deputy’s 
party recommended to vote “yes” but the deputy decided to not attend the vote, then that 

would work against the party. Such an action would then be recorded as an absence 

“against” the party. If a deputy’s party recommended to vote “no” and the deputy chose to 

abstain, then that would be recorded as an abstention, but an abstention “for” the party.  

Thus, the only way to vote with the party if the recommendation were “yes” would be 

to vote “yes.” But if the recommendation were “no” than the deputy could vote “no,” abstain 

or not attend the vote. They would all count as actions “for” the party. Nevertheless, I 
decided to group them in order to detect potential statistical nuances. Note that 

“obstruction” can be called for by the party (as recommendation). If a deputy chose to act 

according to such a recommendation, I recorded it as voting with the party and not as 
obstruction favoring the party. Also, if a party made no recommendation, leaving the vote as 

a free vote, then I instead counted how the party majority voted as the party 

recommendation. If more than half the party voted “yes,” for example, then “yes” would have 

been counted as the party recommendation in recording the votes. 

Time constraints made it so that I could not record a large sample of votes. I recorded 

48 roll-call votes on the whole, spread out during the first half of 2015. In January no votes 
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took place, so the votes are taken from a period of five months. The whole of 2015 had close 

to 300 roll-call votes, so this sample is only a slice of the total. However, I hope it can still 
give me an idea of the general pattern. 

In the voting section on the website of the Câmara dos Deputados, each month has 

its own page. For the first month, February, I recorded all the votes that took place. For 

March–May I recorded one vote per day of voting. (Not all days of the month had roll-call 
votes scheduled, but many days had multiple roll-call votes scheduled.) For each of the days 

I picked the first vote (the one on the top). No attention was paid to the potential importance 

of the votes; they were only chosen according to the description above. 

The database ended up with 37 deputies and 12 columns. They are as follows: (1) 

candidate, (2) party, (3) number of votes, (4) percentage of valid votes, (5) times voted with 

the party, (6) times voted against the party, (7) abstentions favoring the party, (8) 
abstentions undermining the party, (9) absences favoring the party, (10) absences 

undermining the party, (11) obstructions favoring the party, and (12) obstructions 

undermining the party. 

This database is what my findings are based on. I would like to make three 
reservations regarding the data. The first is that one of the deputies, Floriano Pesaro of 

PSDB, had too many absences for him to be relevant to the study (this seems to have been 

due to him having been nominated to Social Development Secretary for the state 
government under governor Geraldo Alckmin, which happened at the beginning of 2015). 

For this reason I deleted him from the database, leaving PSDB with 13 deputies instead of 

14. The second reservation is that the deputy Beto Mansur, of PRB, was deemed ineligible to 

vote in one of the roll-call votes (I presume it was because he presided the vote, making him 
ineligible to vote under Article 17 of the chamber rules––in the voting record he was labelled 

“Art. 17”). As his party colleagues were in unison in their vote, I recorded Mansur’s vote 

accordingly. Third, Duarte Nogueira of PSDB was replaced by Lobbe Neto, as Nogueira quit 
for the position of Transport Secretary under the state government. 

For certain deputies of interest, I used vote concentration data to see if explanations 

such as constituency dominance could be found to be relevant. I compared such data with 
population size for specific municipalities; data taken from the Brazilian Institute of 

Geography and Statistics (IBGE). 
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Findings 
Using Pearson’s model, I tested for the correlation between vote share and voting 

agreement (the percentage of roll-call votes in which a deputy voted or acted in favor of the 

party). The model indicates a weak correlation. It seems as if the relationship between vote 
share and unity is not as straightforward as might be assumed from reading the literature, 

there most likely being additional factors affecting the voting. The figure below shows the 

coefficients for all parties together and for each separate party. A value of zero means that 
there is no correlation. Testing for all deputies as one group, the value is very close to zero. 

When testing for each party separately the correlation increases slightly, but is still far from 

reaching any relevant level of significance.  

All parties -,078 (,647) 

PR ,096 (,856) 

PRB -,133 (,754) 

PSDB ,128 (,676) 

PT ,242 (,500) 

 
Correlations between vote share and voting agreement using Pearson. Significance within parenthesis. 

 

It should be noted that of all of the 37 deputies included in the study, Nilto Tatto of 
PT is the one with the strongest voting agreement. He voted according to his party’s 

recommendation every time. Unlike all other deputies he was present at every vote and cast 

every vote actively (without abstentions or absences). His vote share is somewhat below the 
median among the deputies included in the study (the median being 0.65%, or 137,939 

votes), being at 0.48% (101,196 votes). Beto Mansur of PRB has the lowest voting agreement 

at 58.33% and a vote share of 0.15% (31,301 votes). 

The majority of deputies received a voting agreement of 80% or more. Ten deputies 
ended up below this line. Two deputies received a voting agreement below 70%. They were 

Paulo Freire of PR (64.58%) and Beto Mansur of PRB (58.33%). Above them we have Mara 

Gabrilli (PSDB; 75%), Celso Russomanno (PRB; 75%), Vicentinho (PT; 77.08%), João Paulo 
Papa (PSDB; 77.08%), Carlos Sampaio (PSDB; 77.08%), Vinicius Carvalho (PRB; 77.08%), 

Vicente Candido (PT; 79.16%) and Bruna Furlan (PSDB; 79.16%). 

The 80–90% range incudes the most deputies, 16 in total. Here we have Sérgio Reis 
(PRB; 81.25%), Antonio Bulhões (PRB; 81.25%), Vanderlei Macris (PSDB; 83.33%), Fausto 
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Pinato (PRB; 83.33%), Milton Monto (PR; 83.33%), Capitão Augusto (PR; 83.33%), Paulo 

Teixeira (PT; 85.41%), Ana Perugini (PT; 85.41%), Ricardo Tripoli (PSDB; 85.41%), Marcelo 
Squassoni (PRB; 85.41%), Tiririca (PR; 85.41%), José Mentor (PT; 87.5%), Bruno Covas 

(PSDB; 87.5%), Roberto Alves (PRB; 87.5%), Valmir Prascidelli (PT; 89.58%) and Arlindo 

Chinaglia (PT; 89.58%). 

Finally, there are eleven deputies with above 90% voting agreement. Six of them are 
from PSDB, three of them from PT, and two from PR. Starting from the bottom, there is 

Carlos Zarattini (PT; 91.66%), Andres Sanches (PT; 91.66%), Vitor Lippi (PSDB; 91.66%), 

Miguel Lombardi (PR; 91.66%), Marcio Alvino (PR; 91.66%), Silvio Torres (PSDB; 93.75%), 
Samuel Moreira (PSDB; 93.75%), Eduardo Cury (PSDB; 93.75%), Miguel Haddad (PSDB; 

95.83%), Lobbe Neto (PSDB; 95.83%) and Nilto Tatto (PT; 100%). 

Of PR’s deputies, Marcio Alvino has the highest voting agreement at 91.66%. He has 
a vote share of 0.85% which equals 179, 950 votes. Paulo Freire has a voting agreement of 

64.58% and a voting share of 0.52% (111,300 votes). Notable for Freire is that he has a high 

number of active votes against his party’s recommendation (eight in all). In fact, no other 

deputy in the sample voted actively against their own party’s recommendation as many 
times. It is much more common for the deputies in the sample to be absent rather than vote 

against the party’s recommendation. 

Roberto Alves has the highest voting agreement of the PRB deputies, reaching 
87.5%. His vote share is 0.61% (130,516 votes). The party’s lowest voting agreement is that 

of Beto Mansur 58.33%. He has a vote share of 0.15% (31,301 votes). 

For PSDB, there are two deputies with equally high voting agreement. Deputies 

Miguel Haddad and Lobbe Neto have a voting agreement of 95.83%. Haddad has a vote 
share of 0.79% (168,278 votes) and Lobbe Neto is a substitute. At 75%, Mara Gabrilli has the 

lowest voting agreement in PSDB. Her vote share is 0.73% (155,143 votes). 

Finally, Nilo Tatto of PT has the highest voting agreement of all (100%) and a vote 
share of 0.48% (101,196 votes). His party’s lowest voting agreement is that of Vicentinho at 

77.08%. Vicentinho has a vote share of 0.42% (89,001 votes). 
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The deputies with the highest and lowest voting agreement in each party. 

 

Vote shares of the deputies with the highest and lowest voting agreement in each party. 

 

Discussion 
Judging from the roll-call votes, there is no clear line to be drawn between vote share 

and voting agreement percentage. The correlation coefficient indicates a weak, close to non-

existent, correlation between the two variables. The correlation seems to be somewhat 
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stronger for PT; it is a positive one, suggesting that as the vote share increases so does the 

voting agreement. Possibly, this could be related to PT’s more restrictive selection procedure, 
its conditions imposed on candidates and/or its partisan electoral base (as mentioned in the 

literature review). However, the significance of this correlation is too low to merit any 

deeper analysis. 

The most interesting cases at the outset of this study were those of Celso 
Russomanno and Fausto Pinato, both of PRB. Russomanno had the highest vote share in all 

of Brazil, 7.17%, wth 1,524,361 votes. My expectation was that he would show more 

autonomy in his votes. With a voting agreement of 75%, his percentage is in the lower 
ranges. Of his party’s eight deputies, he has the 7th lowest voting agreement. Of all the 37 

deputies included in the sample, his voting agreement is 34th lowest. Only three people 

attained a lower percentage. It seems then that in this case, the theory was right: a strong 
electoral base does afford autonomy for a legislator, and subsequently a lower voting 

agreement with the party. 75% might not appear that low for a supposedly autonomous 

legislator, but compared to the other deputies I find that it is in fact low. That only two 

deputies have a voting agreement below 70% attests to the truth in Desposato’s claim that 
legislators do choose party on an ideological basis to at least some extent, even if their 

concern is mainly linked to a local constituency.  

Contrary to Russomanno, Pinato received the lowest vote share of all elected 
deputies in Brazil. He basically rode into congress on the back of Russomanno’s success, as 

many other PRB deputies did. Pinato’s vote share was 0.1% (Russomanno’s, again, was 

7.17%), totalling 22,097 votes. I would have expected such a deputy, so dependent on his 

party for gaining a seat in the legislature, to have a voting agreement at least above 90%. He 
does have the third highest percentage of his party (none of PRB’s members has over 90%), 

but among all of the 37 deputies included in the sample he ranks only 24th. The only aspect 

of the theory that could explain this would be if Pinato was led by the interests of a local 
constituency. This could explain his voting behavior as even if his vote share might not 

provide him autonomy from the party, he might need to represent the interests of his 

constituency irregardelss if he wants a chance to become reelected. 60.58% of Pinato’s votes 
come from a municipality of 64,696 inhabitants. 13,386 of these inhabitants voted for Fausto 

Pinato, which is quite a dominant proportion. (It goes without saying that all of the 

municipality’s inhabitants are not of voting age, making the proportion greater.) Ames’s 

concept of constituency domination, thus, might explain the somewhat lower than expected 
voting agreement on the part of Pinato. 

Beto Mansur, also of PRB, is a case that deviates. He has a low vote count of 31,301 
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(vote share 0.15%) and he has the lowest voting agreement of all deputies in the sample 

(58.33%). 34.14% of his votes (10,685) come from Santos, a municipality of 419,400 people, 
making him far from dominant in his principal constituency. Despite this he seems to 

consider himself autonomous. He is 66 years of age, so Ames’s theory of seniority as basis for 

autonomy could apply, but on the other hand he has only been a member of PRB since 2013. 

He has been both councilman (1989–1991) and mayor (1997–2004) of Santos in the past, so 
perhaps this influences his status in the municipality. Nevertheless, the fact remains that 

his vote count there appears quite low. There must be other factors at play that cannot be 

explained within the scope of this study. 

As for PSDB, the deputies at top of the list (with the highest voting agreement) do 

neither have a very low nor high vote share. Lobbe Neto has a voting agreement of 95.83%, 

which can be explained by the fact that he is a substitute. He has no base that elected him so 
it makes sense that he should be loyal to the party. Miguel Haddad also has a 95.83% voting 

agreement. He has a vote share of 0.79%, which is above the median but not strong enough 

for him to gain significant autonomy. His high percentage therefore does not deviate from 

expectations. 

Mara Gabrilli is the PSDB member with lowest voting agreement (75%). She has a 

0.73% vote share, which does not appear high enough to motivate autonomy in itself. Of her 

total 155,143 votes received, 108,697 of them comes from São Paulo (70.06% of her votes). 
São Paulo is a large city and we cannot know if there is a particular constituency there that 

Gabrilli dominates. But cities, in accordance with Ames, do not lend themselves easily to 

such domination as they contain a constituency shared by many politicians. I cannot find a 

motivation for her low voting agreement within the limits of this study. Her party colleague 
João Paulo Papa, who has the second lowest voting agreement within the party (77.08%), 

does have a theoretical underpinning for his autonomy. He has a vote share of 0.55% which 

is below the median in the sample. However, 66,787 of his votes (that is, 56.8% of his total 
vote count) come from the municipality of Santos which has a population of 419,400. It is a 

substantial proportion of the municipality’s votes and could definitely provide a basis for 

constituency dominance. Papa also succeeded Beto Mansur, of PRB, as Santos’s mayor; a 
position he held from 2005 to 2012. 

Within PR we have Tiririca at the top. He received the third most votes in Brazil 

(1,016,796) but he has a voting agreement quite higher than that of Russomanno (the most 

voted-for deputy in Brazil), 85.41%. Looking at where his votes are geographically 
concentrated we can see that most of them are in São Paulo. This does not say much, as we 

do not know how spread-out the vote share is among the different districts of São Paulo. 
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However, there is one fact that sets this deputy apart: he is a famous singer. This fact might 

make him more sensitive to his public image, and thus more in unity with the ideological 
program of the party under which he was elected. Also, being elected by a large city means 

that pork will not do much, as the constituency is widely shared and pork is hard to take 

credit for. 

Of the six PR deputies included in the sample, Tiririca ranks 3rd in voting agreement. 
Above him is Marcio Alvino and Miguel Lombardi. They both have a voting agreement of 

91.6%. Alvino’s vote share is 0.85%, which is not low but perhaps not enough to motivate 

autonomy. Lombardi, on the other hand, has largely Tiririca’s popularity to thank for his 
seat in the legislature, as his vote share is a meek 0.15%. That he should vote loyally is 

theoretically consistent. 

Paulo Freire has the lowest voting agreement of all PR deputies (64.58%), the second 
lowest of all deputies in the sample, while at the same time only having a 0.52% vote share 

(111,300 votes). His largest vote share is from São Paulo (23.9%). He also has a large vote 

share from Campinas (10.72%), but he only received 11,932 votes from there, a municipality 

of 1,182,429 people. It would seem that his electoral base is far from dominant, but he is a 
pastor affiliated with the religious organization Assemblies of God and, according to his 

website, has a strong religious base in São Paulo state (Freire n.d.). If so, then it appears he 

does have a loyal base that will follow him irrespective of party affiliation. He is 62 years 
old, so perhaps seniority could play a part in his autonomous actions. It is also possible that 

his city-based electoral support makes him more ideologically independent, in contrast to the 

(theoretically) more pork-oriented deputies of smaller municipalities, which would make 

sense considering his religious following (that is, a following not geographically 
concentrated). This surmise gains credibility from the fact that Paulo Freire has voted the 

most times against his party’s recommendation (eight times). It is a salient observation as 

most of the deputies who have a low voting agreement often have not actually voted against 
the party, but instead preferred to simply not attend the roll-call vote in question. Their 

resistance to the party’s recommendation is thus passive, while Freire distinguishes himself 

by mounting, to a larger extent, an active resistance. The fact that he officially demonstrates 
this resistance signals a strong ideological independence on his part. 

In a similar vein, Nilto tattoo of PT is conspicuous in that his 100% voting agreement 

was attained through only active votes. In all of the 48 roll-call votes included in my 

database, he was present at each one of them and toed the party line by actively casting a 
vote. While his vote share of 0.48% is below the median, thus rendering his case 

theoretically consistent, his persistence hints at a strong devotion to PT’s ideological 
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platform. 

At the bottom of PT’s ranking, with a 77.08% voting agreement, is Vicentinho. His 
vote share of 0.42% does not motivate autonomy in itself. He received a total of 89,001 votes. 

37.49% of those votes came from São Bernardo do Campo, a municipality belonging to 

Greater São Paulo (city) with a total population of 765,463. 33,368 of those people voted for 

Vicentinho. While it is difficult to say to what extent he dominates his constituency, he has 
long been a member of PT and has a long history within the trade unions, having been the 

leader of CUT at one time. São Bernardo do Campo has been a center for the auto industry 

for a long time, which could explain why Vicentinho would have a strong electoral base 
there, and also why he acts autonomously from the party in our sample. 

It is not possible to draw a clear link, or find an evident correlation or pattern, 

between vote share percentage (and post-electoral intraparty rank) and voting agreement. 
The correlation coefficients indicate that there is at best a very weak such connection. 

Somewhat paradoxically, this follows the pattern of much of the research on the interaction 

between electoral systems, candidate selection processes and party unity, in the sense that 

the theory is almost always clear on the expected results while the reality of the findings 
often varies.  It seems that this is often due to the method. Roll-call vote analysis simple 

does not provide enough context to draw any firm conclusions. Nevertheless, roll-call vote 

analysis is the most common method employed to study party unity. Within the limits of this 
study I have only been able to test for party unity in specific situations (i.e., the roll-call 

votes), but I have not been able to determine what paths lead to my results. What part 

cohesion, discipline or loyalty played I cannot tell, as it would require including factors 

occurring previous to, and outside of, the roll-call votes. 

Deviations from expected results in my study can therefore be derived from many 

potential influences. In my literature review I enumerated several such influences. The 

political profile of deputies, for example, is important in determining if they are ideological 
extremists or moderates, which, in turn, could determine how predisposed they are to vote 

with the political opposition. Here, too, the amount of pork an individual legislator has 

received would also be an important influence. Agenda control is a factor that, when not 
controlled for, could overemphasize (perceived) party unity, as a high voting agreement 

could be the result of previous dealings. 

The concept I found most useful as complement to my study was that of Ames’s 

autonomy; autonomy being derived mainly from a strong electoral base or domination of 
one’s constituency. Despite the deficiencies inherent in roll-call vote analysis, there were 

many cases in my study of what appeared to be theoretical consistency. Russomanno had 
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both an extremely strong electoral base as well as a relatively low voting agreement. His 

party colleague on the other extreme, Fausto Pinato, I would say had a sufficiently high 
voting agreement to be able to construe his case as theoretically consistent with his low post-

electoral intraparty rank, although I did expect a higher voting agreement from him. 

Nonetheless, despite him receiving a low vote count, he does command a substantial 

proportion of a smaller constituency. The demands of this constituency could potentially 
have influenced Pinato’s voting behavior. João Paulo Papa had a low voting agreement 

despite him not possessing a strong vote share. However, when considering his vote 

concentration, it appears that his could be a case of constituency dominance. Miguel 
Lombardi got elected much due to his party colleague Tiririca’s electoral success. With a 

small vote share of 0.15%, he proved loyal to the party with a voting agreement of 91.6%. 

Interestingly, among the cases that seemed to break off the most conspicuously from 
theory, many of them had their largest electoral base in São Paulo. Mara Gabrilli had the 

lowest voting agreement of PSDB, despite not having a larger vote share than 0.73%. But 

70.06% of her votes came from São Paulo. Paulo Frerire had PR’s lowest voting agreement, 

despite only having a 0.52% vote share. He also had the most active votes cast against his 
own party. His largest vote share, 23.9%, came from São Paulo. Vicentinho had the lowest 

voting agreement within PT, 77.08%, while having received a vote share of 0.42%. However, 

he received 37.49% of his votes from a municipality belonging to Greater São Paulo. 

Developing Ames’s theory of shared constituencies (i.e., a shared constituency 

decreases reliance on pork-barrel spending as it is difficult to claim credit for such spending 

when a constituency is shared among many legislators), I would claim that cities have a 

special impact on the workings of party systems deriving from the fact that they are cases of 
shared constituencies. When Ames talks about the concept of shared constituencies he 

merely mentions that cities are examples of such constituencies and that political awareness 

is growing as cities are growing. However, he does not delve into the significance of cities 
being not just shared constituencies, but also the largest constituencies (and growing). He 

seems to simply treat the city as one of several examples of shared constituencies, and does 

not elaborate on its special role as such. But what does it entail for the democratization of 
the Brazilian party system that the electoral logic of cities is becoming the absolute source 

for electoral votes, and thus for political power?  

I would suggest, judging from the results of my study, that cities foster legislators 

that are more ideologically independent; probably because they cannot rely on pork-barrel 
spending to attain electoral success. As cities are becoming the main source for electoral 

votes, it follows that legislators should turn more ideological in order to attract that electoral 
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base. This could be said to impede a legislator’s autonomy as it relates to pork-barrel 

dealings. But it does so in favor of the ideological component of politics, which in turn should 
make the legislator beholden to the ideological platform s/he chose to run on to begin with. 

Following Ames’s model, the legislator’s motivation should change from electoral to 

ideological. 

 

Conclusion 
My objective with this study was to investigate how a deputy’s post-electoral 

intraparty rank, derived from her/his vote share, affected how s/he votes in congress. My 

hypothesis was that deputies with a low vote share would vote according to the party line to 

a larger extent. The statistical correlation indicated that such a pattern was weak, close to 
non-existent. However, after examining individual cases, especially those of the extremes 

(i.e., the lowest voting agreement versus the highest voting agreement), I found that there 

was indeed basis for such a hypothesis being true. For some cases, it could be deduced from 
the roll-call vote analysis. For others, it was first after controlling for vote concentration 

(and constituency dominance) that they became theoretically consistent. Brazil’s most voted-

for candidate, for example, did have a low voting agreement. And João Paulo Papa, who had 
both a low vote share and voting agreement, turned out to have a highly concentrated vote 

share in a municipality where he was previously the mayor––a case of constituency 

domination, as explained by Ames (2002a). 

Regardless of this tentative confirmation of my hypothesis, the perceived certainty of 
the literature as regards electoral processes and party unity does not manifest itself in the 

actual findings. For example, in the case of Russomanno (the country’s most voted-for 

candidate) there was an extraordinarily high vote share, which according to the literature 
should have constituted a clear case of electoral autonomy. I did find that his voting 

agreement is lower than most of the deputies in the sample. However, while a 75% voting 

agreement is low for the sample, it is still an overwhelming majority of the roll-call votes 

counted. Similarly, in the case of the least voted-for deputy, Fausto Pinato, I did find that he 
has a relatively low voting agreement compared to the rest of the sample, but his 83.33% 

cannot readily be construed as contradicting the literature. As noted above, the relationship 

between a weak/strong electoral strength (vote share) and a loyal/autonomous voting 
behavior, as described in the literature, was not supported by the Pearson coefficients. In 

fact, it was contradicted. I would not argue that this is due to the literature being wrong. 

Rather, there are too many components inherent to the concept of party unity for it to be 
conceivable to control for them all in a single study. This is the reason why I stated, in the 
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introduction, that I wanted to include an extensive review of the concept despite not being 

able to make use of all the theory in my study. Nevertheless, I will try to make a few 
connections between my findings and the literature at large, after briefly explaining in what 

ways the concept of party unity extends beyond the scope of this study. 

Party unity is the key concept of this study. In my literature review, I extended this 

overarching concept to three main “subconcepts.” They were cohesion (defined as shared 
preferences), discipline (institutional means used to coerce legislators into unity) and loyalty 

(voting with the party on an issue despite disagreeing). For the sake of completeness, I 

added the seldom-used concept of division of labor (a party’s legislators being given 
particular policy areas in which to specialize in order to advice on how to vote). My method 

for measuring party unity was by analyzing roll-call votes; a method where it is difficult to 

determine what “pathway” (subconcept) to party unity a certain deputy or party took. 

Cohesion could be seen as relatively straightforward. If a deputy has a high voting 

agreement, then that is proof of cohesion. However, such a conclusion does not account for 

agenda setting. Leaked e-mails from the office of the Majority Speaker during the 100th and 

111th US Congresses demonstrated that dealings of party bosses with its legislators before a 
vote has substantial impact on the legislators’ voting behavior. In many cases, it determined 

if a vote was to be held at all (Carson et al. 2014). We should assume that such dealings 

occur in the Brazilian congress too. Indeed, Ames (2002a) alludes to this fact when 
discussing the “bandwagon” effect, observing that when opposition legislators know that the 

government has ensured enough support to be certain of winning a particular vote, then 

those legislators tend to vote according to the governing party’s wishes in the hope of using 

such “helpfulness” in future negotiations. As I have neither put my hands on leaked e-mails, 
nor done an investigation into my sample’s legislators’ political profiles and legislative 

history, I cannot determine, within the scope of this study, if high voting agreements 

necessarily equal party cohesion. 

For the same reasons, I cannot determine whether discipline was a factor behind the 

voting behavior of the deputies included in my sample. Again, here a thorough study of each 

deputy’s legislative history would have had to be conducted; for example, by checking how 
much of the yearly budget had been devoted to each deputy’s constituency. The granting, or 

withdrawal, of committee positions is another institutional resource that could be used to 

discipline a legislator (Pereira and Renno 2003). An investigation into these and similar 

disciplining measures would have merited its own study and could not have been fitted 
inside the purview of this dissertation. 

Loyalty, too, would have been difficult to assess. Studies conducted on this topic 
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typically include legislators whose seat in a legislative body is not up for competition (such 

as members of the House of Lords), meaning that they are free to vote as they please 
(Norton 2003; Raymond 2017a, 2017b). In the Brazilian congress, if a party lets an issue be 

put to the floor as a free vote (where legislators vote according to their conscience), then 

there is no party recommendation against which loyalty can be determined. Thus, loyalty is 

a highly relevant concept but difficult to measure in the majority of cases.  

So, while pathways to party unity are hard to assess through the method employed 

in this study, what connections or surmises are there to be made? If we return to the US 

Congress, it was noted in the literature that “ideological extremists” of a party often vote 
against the party’s recommendation when the extremist’s party is in the majority (Kirkland 

and Slapin 2017). Among the parties included in my study, all except PSDB belonged to the 

majority. In the roll-call votes included in my sample, PRB’s and PR’s party 
recommendations did not always align with the government’s, but nonetheless those parties 

were part of the coalition that brought Dilma Rousseff and PT to power. Paulo Freire, of PR, 

was the deputy in the study that most actively demonstrated his disagreement with his own 

party’s recommendation. As noted in the “discussion” section, he is a pastor affiliated with 
the religious organization Assemblies of God and, according to his website, has a strong 

religious base in São Paulo state (Freire n.d.). As he is a member of a party that promotes 

itself as a conservative movement, in addition to him having a wide religious following, it 
could be assumed that the less socially conservative agenda of PT (and its economic one, too, 

of course) was ideologically opposed by Freire. Thus, it is not unconceivable that even when 

his party recommended that its members vote with the government majority, Freire made a 

demonstration of defiance to preserve credibility with his ideological base. This phenomenon 
could have been further investigated by studying the specific roll-call votes in which Freire 

demonstrated his objections and by estimating how important those votes were to his party. 

If the votes were not considered important, chances are that the party made less effort to 
discipline the deputy (Stecker 2015). 

The temporal factor could also have influenced the results of this study (Lindstädt 

and Vander Wielen 2013). PSDB is São Paulo’s largest party, and the state has historically 
been that party’s political base. All but one of their deputies in the sample has a vote share 

above the sample’s median. Nine of the thirteen PSDB deputies have a voting agreement 

above 80%. Six of them have a voting agreement above 90%. Considering that theirs is the 

largest share of the sample, party unity seems to prevail on the whole. However, it could be 
argued that this is what the party’s general electorate expects (or its leadership), PSDB 

being so intimately linked to the state (and all deputies being from said state), and that we 

therefore perceive unity because my database is compiled from roll-call votes taking place 
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when elections have just ended. Such an argument would contend that when the next 

election draws close, unity would (to some extent) falter as each deputy tries to appeal to 
her/his specific electorate. 

Beto Mansur, of PRB, and João Paulo Papa, of PSDB, are two deputies with a low 

voting agreement despite not having a particularly high vote share. They have a common 

denominator in that their vote concentration is foremost centered in the municipality of 
Santos. A comparison of their vote actions would have been interesting in order to determine 

if their voting preferences aligned. Both having been the mayor of Santos, it is possible that 

there exists a non-political association (Tunkis 2017). Considering that they both cater to the 
same constituency, it is possible that similar interests exist between the two, and that these 

interests serve as a common motivational factor behind their deviation from the party line. 

The literature on electoral systems and candidate selection processes seems to be in 
agreement that if both of these are permissive, then parties will be end up weak because 

they lack control over their (elected) candidates (Cordero and Coller 2015; Hazan 2003; Koop 

and Bittner 2011). Likewise, the literature on the Brazilian electoral system and its parties 

seems to agree that Brazilian parties are, in that manner, generally weak (Ames 2002a, 
2002b); especially considering the apparent importance of pork-barrel spending in Brazilian 

politics (Alston and Mueller 2006; Cheibub et al. 2009; Desposato and Scheiner 2008; 

Pereira and Renno 2003). It is suggested that even within a permissive system, parties can 
on their own initiative restrict their selection processes in order to foster cohesion 

(Itzkovitch-Malka and Hazan 2017; Kernecker 2017; Shomer 2017a, 2017b).  

In the Brazilian context, the only party that has attempted to do this––at least 

among the major parties––is PT (Bolognesi 2013). The party requires, for example, that a 
candidate has been a regular financial contributor to the party and that the candidate signs 

a contract outlining the party’s expectations. Of the ten PT deputies included in the study’s 

sample, eight of them have a voting agreement above 85%, which seems to attest to a strong 
party unity. PSDB has the same number of deputies with a voting agreement above 85%, 

but that is out of a total of 13 deputies. The fact that PT has the only deputy with a 100% 

voting agreement is a further indication of a strong unity. Interestingly, the vote shares of 
the party’s deputies are relatively equal. Only one has a vote share above the median 

(0.65%), but at 0.8% that deputy’s vote share is still not overwhelming. PT, then, does not 

seem to rely on extraordinarily popular candidates in order to gain seats in congress, but 

instead prioritizes candidates that are loyal and committed to the party’s ideological 
platform in order to foster cohesion within the party. While the relationship between voting 

agreement and vote share was weak for all parties, according to the correlation coefficient, 
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there was a slight indication of vote share and voting agreement being positively linked 

among PT’s deputies. This would mean that the more votes a PT candidate receives, the 
more intent s/he is to serve the party; supporting the claim that PT voters are more 

partisan, showing loyalty to the party first (not the local candidate) (Desposato 2006b). It is 

a modus operandi opposite to what is generally assumed in the literature. Further 

investigation into PT’s electoral strategies would be needed to understand this phenomenon 
better. 

Finally, my findings suggest that deputies whose largest vote share derived from 

cities (in my case São Paulo) tended to act more autonomous despite not having a significant 
vote share. I would propose for further research to investigate the impact of cities––in their 

concomitant role as both shared constituencies and the largest constituencies––on the party 

system in general, as the electoral logic of cities becomes the most important condition for a 
legislator’s electoral success. I speculate that it will turn politics more centered around 

ideology, rather than pork-barrel spending. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A 

 

All candidates included in the sample, their voting agreement percentage, votes and vote share percentage.
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Appendix B 
 

 

 

Amount of times all deputies included in the sample voted with their party, voted against their party, 

abstained favoring their party, abstained undermining their party, were absent favoring their party, were 
absent undermining their party, and obstructed favoring their party. Obstructions undermining the party 

are not included as no such action occurred.
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Appendix C 
 

 

Vote concentration for Fausto Pinato of PRB.
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Appendix D 
 

 

Vote concentration for Beto Mansur of PRB.
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Appendix E 
 

 

Vote concentration for Mara Gabrilli of PSDB.
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Appendix F 
 

 

Vote concentration for João Paulo Papa of PSDB.
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Appendix G 
 

 

Vote concentration for Tiririca of PR.
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Appendix H 
 

 

Vote concentration for Paulo Freire of PR.
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Appendix I 
 

 

Vote concentration for Vicentinho of PT. 


